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ION OF BLH MDNESS LEFT TO RIGHT: DR. four ye

L.......H campolgn 1. that of busing. Mr. Nixon has PXJ?A TASniSk up wltl

I t.lt.n the stand that It should not be forced billiona
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made statements on the matter. The former In

belie vea the only aolution to quality education Claims of exploltatiotTon the part of the land- - GreensIH la through bualng and educational Integration. holders have been countered by fruit and
ne nad

H Javlta backa the President, calling it pragmatic, vegetable growers complaints against union Au tra
H aa If that would excuse any bad situation. organizers, primarily against the charismatic

WtnHH The question touches on the nerves of the Chavez. Not since 1968, when the indomitable
Hughes

H American people. The black people would like migrant worker undertook systematic efforts
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h their children to receive the very beat education to better the lots of thousands toiling for sporadic nu
H

poaalhle. Their children are bused distances pay in lush fields has the scene been quiet. evidenc
El from home to better schools. White children And now the martyrdom of the Jewish college Greens
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B has shown there Is many a slip between the ganizers and other colleagues Cesar Chavez evident

H ideal and the actual. And the actual shows that has attracted in honoring a Jewish youngster
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H there are many to the busing who loved and observed the Sabbath with such Greens
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HH much of America's fast changing physical and and remember her endlessly. touch

B spiritual scenes, has gone by the board. A Behind the tragedy of Nan Freeman's young
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in accordance with Jewish Law, instead of Mr.
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:e (the Dietrich script) and motive by
under which autopsies are permitted. In a case leng

pun. All that remained to be determined where a person had died from an unexplained end

authorities is the contact between Green- - cause, and relatives or others might be en- - to d
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lough it has not yet been released publicly, NOT Jewishautopsies are permitted by Law, arti
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with Irving reneging on a deal with
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ted Las Vegas gambling figure, now wisdom into the minds of doctors, nurses and ciat
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with Hungarian art forger Elmry de Hory. alone were not responsible for all the progress, pap

de Hory? and taking the time to sit down and iron out
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in Torah. Althoughfor ason 8enve parts unknown? rf
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do observe them becauseinventing it (we feel) we not
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'authenticity of a Clifford Irving
auto? e reason you gave or any other, except f
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tbat tne Trah commands Ttf. dan.Seyn Set
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JL JL. JL prohibits autopsies. Rabbinic interpretation is
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By ROBERT E. SEGAL in Killing off attempts to bring agricultural associ

. . employes within the ambit of the National Labor Green

I in recent days, members of Cesar Chavez's Relations Act. Still other facts cry out for .

ynltec! h,rm Workers Organizing Committee remembrance. Growers who contend that the
An

have been sitting shivah for Nan Freeman, an $2.50 per hour sometimes paid migrant fruit
fm

I Ii.Wk Jewl8n Idealist who was hit and and vegetable pickers is a handsome wage,
Ping

I Killed by a truck while picketing at the gate of usually fail to add that the work is seasonal

I uKar flrm ln Be,le Glade, Florida. and the season brief. Reliable government
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rlets and Catholic laymen, ministers and reports indicate an adult male harvest hand will
roteatant congregants.rabbis and Jewish wor- - average almost $2000 a year and a family nearly
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snippers have in varying numbers taken up the $3000; and all reasonable observers will ac- -

I cause of unorganized pickers of grapes, lettuce. knowledge that even without inflation, such !gr:
ana tomatoes during the past four years over income constitutes poverty wages. Little wonder f sf'
tne vehement protests of large farm owners. that one of Chavez's assistants, Jim Drake,
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